17 August 2021

Dr Andy Wilde Appointed Exploration Manager
Elevate Uranium Limited (ASX: EL8) (“Elevate” or the “Company”) is pleased to announce that Dr Andy Wilde has
been appointed Exploration Manager of the Company, effective 16 August 2021.
Elevate’s Managing Director, Murray Hill commented: “We are delighted to attract someone of Dr Wilde’s calibre
and experience to our team. Andy is one of a select group of geologists that have relevant experience in surficial
calcrete hosted uranium mineralisation contained within paleochannels, such as we have in Namibia. In addition,
Andy has intimate knowledge of our Australian assets having previously worked on the vast majority of these with
other companies. We are delighted that Andy has joined our team and believe that his knowledge and experience
will add substantial value to the Company’s suite of assets and we welcome him to the Company.”
Dr Wilde commented: “Over recent years, I have observed with interest Elevate’s counter cyclical strategy to
acquire uranium assets in Namibia and Australia. I am excited by the exploration potential of the assets and their
location in two of the most prospective uranium jurisdictions in the world, these are geological settings and
countries that I know very well. I look forward to managing exploration on the Company’s portfolio of promising
exploration assets.”
Over the past decade, Dr Wilde has predominantly worked with Paladin Energy Limited and Deep Yellow Limited
in Namibia, Canada and Australia. During this time, he has accumulated vast experience, understanding and
knowledge in calcrete hosted mineralisation contained within palaeochannels, which is the same geological setting
as contained in the majority of Elevate’s exploration assets.
Dr Wilde's career in exploration and research has spanned over 35 years, including senior roles at Paladin Energy
Limited, Deep Yellow Limited, 92 Energy Limited, BHP Minerals Pty Ltd, Birimian Limited and Gold Fields Limited.
He has worked in Namibia, Malawi, Mali, Burkina Faso, Australia, Bolivia, China, DRC, Mongolia, Canada, Russia
and others; exploring for predominantly uranium, but also gold, lithium, base-metals, coil, oil and gas. Dr Wilde’s
expertise includes exploration strategic planning, exploration management, assessment of exploration and
resource projects; due diligence studies, exploration targeting, geometallurgy, planning execution and
interpretation of geochemical surveys; geoscience research.
He has consulted to the United Nations International Atomic Energy Agency and is an adjunct senior research
fellow at the University of Western Australia’s Centre for Exploration Targeting.
Dr Wilde is a graduate of the Australian Institute of Company Directors and a current Australian Institute of
Geoscientists board member (having previously held the positions of Vice President and Secretary). He is a fellow
of the Australian Institute of Geoscientists (“AIG”) and of the Australian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
(“AusIMM”) as well as a Registered Professional Geoscientist with AIG and Chartered Professional with AusIMM.
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